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Basketeers Face FURMAN WINS CLEMSON CADETS Ga. and Tech Deteat Tigers
EXHIBITION GAME
QUARANTINED
Stiff Schedule Tigers Lead at Time, But are BoardStrict
WJOpening
Basketball
Games
of Health Imposes
Quarantine
Quintet Will Have No
Set-Ups Ahead

hr

Nosed Out In Second
Period.

TIGER BASKETEERS HAVE
TIGERS SUCCUMB TO THE ATEXCITEMENT AHEAD.
TACK OF THE HORNETS IN
THE SECOND HALF.
Between this date and the next isHistory repeats itself.
An onsue of the Tiger there is certain to
be some lively doings among the looker would say that Furman is
Clemson quintet.
Saturday night Clemson's "Jonah", for the Purple
they stack up agaiifst the Carolina Huricane started a spectacular comeGamecocks on the local floor. Car- back in the second half of the exhiolina always fosters strong athletics bition game of basketball, and manin every branch of sport and they aged not only to overcome the lead,
will be likely to furnish considera- but also to amass the points in their
ble opposition for the Timers who favor. It was an exciting and hard
are thirsting for Gamecock blood. fought game from start to finish,
On the following Monday Mercer and both teams are to be complicomes to Clemson bringing the mented on the fight they displayed.
same team which won second honors This battle between the baske^eers
in the S. I. C. tournament last year. of the two colleges was an exhibition
They have swept everything before game which was the offcial christenthem this season and are not to be in? of Furman's new gymnasium. If
ever a gymnasium was whole-heartstopped without a terrific fight.
The next night Doc Stewart's five edly christened, then this gymnawill journey again to Greenville for sium was.
From the moment when the refa round with Furman. Unlike Monday's game, this will be a regularly eree's first whistle sent the centers
scheduled contest which will go on sr>rin°ing into the air, the snectators
the records for the coveted state ti- saw that they were to be treated to
a real exhibit-'on of basketball playtle.
The schedule calls for a game ing. "Bum" Day, the Tiger captain,
with P. C, on the 25th but this has was the first to ring up a score. Afbeen postponed until a later date on ter that, it was nin and tuck, for
account of exams. On Saturday the both teams were determined to ex27th Captain Day and his cohorts hibit their best. With the score 8
will meet the Jacket team of Geor-' all, the Timers seemed to draw themgia Tech for the second time this selves together and to bewilder their
year. This game will be played in opponents in their method of attack.
and Bryan worked together like
Atlanta Saturday night. The Tigers Day
f
are anxious to avenge themselves ve erans, and assisted by "Pinkey"
upon Tech for the reverse Tech Colbert the Clemson forwards were
handed them last week and will go enabled to leave the court at the
over to the Georgia capital with end of the first half with the satisblood in their eyes.
Monday the fatcion of seeing the score 17 to 10
2 9th finds the Purple and Gold five in their favor. Many thought that
playing host to Auburn. The Tigers during the remainder of the time
of the Plains recently lost to Alex-! the score would be added to in Clemander's Jackets in Atlanta which son's favor. The results, however,
performance does not mean that, only went to show that the team that
they haven't a strong quintet. The, is under is not necessarily beaten.
When the Hornets steered out on
night following the Auburn game j
will bring Furman to Clemson. This the court for the remainder of the
will be the first time a Furman team game, it seemed that they had been
has been seen in acfion at Tl^er- given a concentrated dose of T. N. T.
town since the ill-fated baseball topped off by a follower of arsenic
game of last year. Ti~er fans will and strychnine swimming in qiuckwelcome this opportunity to extract silver. The Furman men were playthe Hornet's sting, right in our own ing to redeem themselves; they were
playing under the eyes of their classfair city.
That's the way they read, gents. mates; they were playing to snatch
Six games in two weeks without a the game from the fire into which
set-up in the whole bunch. If the it had annarently been tossed. NevTiger team can come out on the big er for a second did the Tigers relent;
end of that assignment they should they played good ball, and they
be declared champions of the South played good ball all of th^ time.
Furman
without argument. If they but fight But in spite of it all,
the same way they did against Geor- overcame the lead and slowly but
gia and Tech last week we feel sure surely drew ahead. It seemed fate
that they will acquit themselves that the Tigers were destined not to
with honor. All but two of these
(Continued on pa r> H ■,
games will be played at Clemson,
and every man is expected to be in
the gym with all of the pep and gin- CUBS LOSE TO
ger he can muster.
GREENVILLE
HI
—E. G. P.
Another good thing about telling Rats Defeated in a Fast Exhibition
the truth is. you don't have to rebv
Greenville
Hi—Gre~n ille
member what you say.
Hi Stages Comeback in Second
Half—Final Score 32 to 21.
Last Friday evening Coach Holtzy
Professor: "How did David kill and his young Tiger cubs journeyed
Goliath?"
over to Greenville to stack up
Student: "He rocked
him to against the Greenville Hi quintet.
sleep."—Collegian.
After all was said and done the Rats
stood on the small end of a 32 to 21
Sweet Young Thing: "I really score.
6an't believe in you.
You deceive
The first half ended with the Rats
all of the girls."
slightly in the lead.
The second
Rip Sanders: "All! On my word, half found the Greenville Hi team
you are the first one I ever de- freshened and by a series of field
ceived."
goals, punctuated with long shots
by Allison, the Greenville Hi sucHe: "Hey, there.
No swimming ceeded in piling up a lead that the
allowed here."
Rats failed to overcome.
Ray, with five field goals to his
"She: "Why didn't you tell me
credit, was the outstanding star for
before I <"ot undressed "
He: "Well, there is no law against the rats. Allison was the individual
that."—Medley.
star for Greenville Hi and this lad
succeeded in finding the basket for
Hocus: "They say that women a sum total of twenty points. Batson and Childers played a fine ofsuffer in silence."
Pocus: "I always thought women fensive game.
Line-up and summary:
were suffering when they were siClemson
Greenville Hi
lent."
Roy (12)
F
Childers (4)
Phipps
F
Batson (6)
He: "If you keep looking at me Hae-ood (6)
C
Allison (20)
like that, I am going to kiss you."j Martin
G Seawright (2)
She: "Well, I can't keep this ex- Palmer
G
Armstrong
pression long."
—A. B. F.

Due to the prevalence of influenza
over the state at large, and due to
the fact that as yet there have been
no cases reported among the ca- ■
dets, the authorities have deemed it
advisable to place a strict quarantine upon the Clemson students.
This quarantine is for the purpose
of isolating the students. It does
not in any way interfere with the
regular work of the college.
Until the Board of Health thinks
it is safe, the cadets will be entirely
cut off from the outside world. No
week-end leaves will be granted.
and in every way the students will
be isolated from the civilians. Everyone is asked to observe the quarantine, and attention is called to the
fact that persons who break the
quarantine are subject to trial by
the civil authorities. The authorities are very desirous that the college routine is not interrunted, and
they hope that the work will not be
disturbed by any serious epidemic.

Reserve Strength of Heavier Opponents Tj^ll the Story.
BOTH GAMES LOST
BOARD OF HEALTH
BY NINE POINTS
INSPECTS COLLEGE
REPRESENTATIVES OF STATE
BOARD OF HEALTH MAKE
ANNUAL INSPECTION OF
CLEMSON COLLEGE,

The annual inspection of Clemson
College by the State Board of
Health was made by Mr. E. L. Filby,
Sanitary Engineer,
on November
9th, and by Dr. A. H. Hayden, Epidemolosist of the State Board, on
November 22nd. A full report of
these officers has been sent to the
President. In the main they are
quite complimentary. They conREGULATIONS OF THE
tain a number of compliments, a
BOARD OF HEALTH few adverse criticisms, and a number
of suggestions. All of these are listed I
At present there are no cases of with equal candor in the following
influenza in the cadet corns. In o»'- summary of the reports.
der that this condition may continue,
The report of the Sanitary Enthe Board of Health desires as far gineer describes in interesting deas possible to keep the cadets out of tail the modern filtered water supcontact with possible sources of in- ply of the college, the complete and
fection.
adequate sewer facilities, and other
To that end the following rules like featuers.
are promulgated. These rules will
The following sentences are quobe in effect until further notice.
ted from his report:
1. Cadet dances are prohibited.
"The institution as a whole from
2. Moving pictures and other en- a sanitary standpoint is m fine contertainments in the Y. M. C. A. are dition, and with remedying of the
to be attended by cadets only
few points mentioned, the safety,
3. At Lyceum entertainments in health, and happiness of the stuchanel, the cadet corns shall occuny dents should be assured."
th» lower floor, and civilians the
"The dairy barn is modern and
gallery.
■ clean."
4. Church services will be held in
"The laundry is modern and newchanel <or the cadets and no others ly housed. With completion of the
will be permitted to attend.
wiring system it will be in excellent
5. Cadets will not be permitted condition."
to attend the churches or Sunday
"The kitchen is a model one—
Schools.
one of the best that the writer has
fi. No civilians will be allowed in ever seen."
the Y. M. C. A. Cafeteria, this being
"The steward is to be congratreserved for cadets.
ulated upon having such an excel7. No civilians will be allowed jn lent kitchen."
the Y. M. C. A. other than those who
"Since the easy control of the
liv there.
kitchen fire a few years ago,
the
8. No cadets wiU be allowed to chances of a conflagration are not
visit th" hotel or other residences on considered possible."
the college campus.
The Sanitary Engineer made the
f*. Anv personal intermingling or following recommendations:
contact between civilians, day caThat all dug wells on the camwith the cadets of barracks, either pus be ahondoned; that liquid chloin ba>-»cks or out of barracks, is rine be used as an additional sterilprohibited.
izing agent for the standpipe water;
10. At classes day c>dets and fed- the installation of drinking founeral board students will be required tains on the gang ways of barracks;
to sit together in one part of the sterilizing treatment of the swimroom .as far as possible away from ming pool water, preferable with ulthe cadets, and to avoid entering or tra violet rays; the installation of a
leaving the room along with the ca- sprinkler system in barracks; chemidets.
| cal fire extinguishers in the halls of
It. Dav cadets will study in the barracks; proper screening to proLadies' Reception Room of the Y. tect milk cans at the dairy barn
M. C. A. during their vacant hours from possible fly contamination; an
and will not be allowed in barracks. additional story to Barracks No. 1.
12. At Basketball games the ca- I A few other minor recommendadets will march to the basketball tions were made which were thought
gv~«n<»sium j,,,^ occupy the seats as- would probably benefit the college.
signed to th°m, and after the game
The report of Dr. Hayden, the
wHI be marched out by companies. Epidemologist, makes the following
No intermingling will be allowed adverse criticisms:
between cadets and civilians. CivilThat some of the halls of barians will be seated on one side of racks are not properly swept and
the gvmnasinm and the cadets on not enough oil used on the floors;
the other. The home team and the that the physics rom was in an unvisiting team will sit on the cadet kept and dirty condition, with cigar
1
side.
stumps in the cuspidors and cob
Visiting: teams shall be examined webs in the windows; that milk
bv the surgeon unon arrival to see straining cloths were thrown out
that none of them are sick, and thev near the milk room of the dairy
shall eat their meals separately in barn and were attracting flies; that
the training room.
| the milk cans were not properly
13. Cadets will be confined strict- screened and were not resterilized
ly to the limits of the campus. This immediately before using; that the
will prohibit their visiting the stores barber shop used alum and "healor anv other places off the college I ing powder" in
violation of the
campus.
State law governing the conduct of
14. Faculty members who have barber shops.
influenza or who have any sympHe recommended that the open
toms of it shall remain at home and grate in the surgical room at the
not come in contact with the cadets. hospital be closed up; that every
The cooperation of the cadets and barracks window and door be screenof the people of the community and ed—in fact, that the entire college
outsiders is requested in order that plant be screened; that some of the
the inconvenience caused by the screen doors at the hotel and the
above restrictions may not be long creamery be repaired.
continued.
W.
(Continued on page 2)

The University
of Georgia's
fighting five was the first visiting
team to come to Tigertown this
year. They furnished the opening
game for Coach Stewart's basketeers
Thursday night in a fast game that
proved them the best scorers by a
margin of nine points. Inability to
locate the basket and place the
sphere therein cost the Tiger quintet their initial game. Boih teams
seemed fairly evenly balanced as
the number of baskets rung up from
play indicate. A good number of
fouls which were taken advantage
of by the Bulldogs' flashy forward,
Gurr, cost the Tigers eleven points,
two more than the number by which
they lost the game. At the end of
of the first half the score stood 13
to 10 in favor of the visitors. In
the last twenty minutes the Bulldogs came back fast and increased
their lead by six points. Uapt. "Perfect" day was the star for the Tiger
five. His passing, dribbling and accurate shooting was very noticeable
throughout the game. George Bryan at the other forward worked
steadily and shot four baskets. The
fact is the whole team played well,
for "Pinkie" and "Birddog" made
them get around to get a shot while
Cobb worked steadily at center.
Gurr, Georgia's star of the game,
was the leading scorer of the night,
making 19 of the visitors' 29 points.
Near the beginning of the second
half Coach Stewart sent in the second team a few minutes to give the
first-string team a rest.
It was a thrilling game from the
beginning till the last whistle. The
factor of uncertainty, made the forty minutes more tense for at no
time was there more than a few
points difference in the scores. The
Tiger five made an excellent showing considering that this was their
first game of the season. It is a
well balanced team that plays together as a good machine should
Summary and line-up of game:
Georgia (29) Pos. Clemson (20)
Gurr19)
F
Day (9)
Watson
F
Bryan (8)
Butler (6)
C
Cobbert (2)
Bennett (2)
G
Colbert (2)
Clarke
G
Mills
Field goals—Clemson 9; Georgia
9.
Substitutions—Clemson: Vaughn,
(2), Hunter, Johnson, Wertz, Cox,
Dotterer.
Georgia—Richardson (2).
Referee—Capt.
May
(Oregon
Aggies).
(Continued on page 2)

PROFESSOR HOLTON
GIVEN APPOINTMENT
Dr. D. W. Daniel, director of the
Academic Department, has secured,
and Dr. Riggs has appointed, Mr. L.
M. Holton, of Huntington, W. Va.,
as assistant professor of history, and
economics to serve until the end of
the present session. He is to fill the
vacancy in the teaching staff of the
division of history and economics
caused by the death of Prof. W. S.
Morrison.
Mr. Holton is a graduate of Marshall College, Huntington, W. Va.,
of the West Virginia University, and
has received his Master's degree
from Teachers' College, Columbia
University. He has taught in the
city schools of Hinton and Huntington, W. Va., in a girls' high school
in New York City, and was for one
year principal of Balboa school
Panama, in government service. He
has already arrived and begun his
duties.
—J. M. B.
While a college man is getting
a liberal education, his dad is getting an education in liberality.

worth, fellows. And if after all we
can do, we still go under, then
let's go down smiling, realizing that I
we have done all in our power. It
is no disgrace to be beaten if you
rot*a<t«d by the clsusa of '87
have put up a good fight, but you
l'utoli*h«d weekly by the Corps o' do feel rotten if you fail and know
that It is because you did not try. j
C? *•!» »f Clemson College.
You can only—"Do your best, anOiSeUl Orjan of the t-.emuon Ath- gels can do no more."
—W.
**tie A»»ocI*tion md the Clem»on
OUR BUILDINGS.
AIunv>' **»nelat'on
Average Clrcalation 1700
While we are in college, and even
when we go out from the college
*ttbMTl|liiOIl lUttOM.
walls, our college is ours—ours to
Nina Mo»ths (Weekly)
Jl *n make or mar. Are we caring for
e
Mx Mentkt (Weekly)
1 » our college as we should? Or do
we sometimes forget that we are a
ICmered a* Second ciaus Matter »' part of the college and the the colI am afraid
he PoM Office at Clemson <"ol1e«re lege is a part of us
that we sometimes forget.
tout* Car»Hpa.
Clemson College has one of the;
finest Y. M. C. A. buildings to be!
H. A. WOODLE ED. and Bus. M?r found anywhere in our great AmerJ. M. BANKHEAD
_
Asst. Ed. ica. It is not the largest, but it is
E. H. HALL
Associate Ed the most complete building of its
kind to be found anywhere. Our!j
M. B. OLIVER
Associate Ed "Y"
is a beautiful example of arJ. McMAHAN
Athletic Ed chitectural skill, and we are proud
E. G. PARKER
Asso. Ath. Ed to claim it as Clemson's and to ex-;
A. B. FITZGERALD
Ass. Ath Ed hibit its details to every visitor.
we are proud of Clemson's "Y",j
B. C. LITTLEJOHN Alumni Editor Yes,
but do we always do our part in preJ. E. CROSSLAND
Locals serving this "Y"? Again I must
F. M. ZEIGLER
Y and Lit. Soc. say that I am afraid that we someT. R. VOGEL
Joke Ed times forget.
Circulation Department
Though we do mistreat our Y. M.
W M. BALLENGER Circulation Mgr. C. A. building sometimes, perhaps;
J. E. ROSS,
Asso. Cir. Mgr. yet, it does not seem possible that it
H. B. DOMINICK _.... Asso. Circ. Mgr. could have been a student who so
thoughtlessly or maliciously streaked
REPORTERS' CLUB
red paint on the corner stone of
B. F. Rober'son
'2'& this same building. I say that it
3. M. Dunlap
'M is not possible for a Clemson cadet
J. E. King .:
'26 to think so little of his college that
he would thoughtlessly
or
maliciously do an act of this calibre. It
EDITORIAL.
would cast a reflection on the enif the cadets
"Hark, hark! Deep sounds, and tire student body
stood for such as this. They don't
deeper still.
Are howling from the mountain's stand for it, and that's where the
rub comes—outsiders might possibosom;
There's not a breath of wind upon bly believe that some cadet painted
the corner stone of the "Y". Every
the hill,
Yet quivers every leaf, and drops student knows that it is impossible
to remove all traces of paint from
every blossom;
Earth groans as if beneath a heavy marble; that no matter what means
are used, there will always be a
Already we feel the strain—it is mark left that cannot be erased.
in the air, a something that we can- And for this reason if for no other,
not touch, a something which is in- no cadet would permanently mutiWe
definite ,yet is very definite.
The late such a commemoration.
clouds are piling up, ana soon they don't know who put the red paint
will loose their charge.
The ca- on the corner stone, but we do know
dets are the intended victims of the that it was no cadet—ac least we
oncoming storm, but as to whether hope that we know that it was no
they will be caught napping re- cadet. The "Y" is our building, and
mains to be seen. Certain it is that we do not stand for any thoughtthere will be a downpour, and if an less or indiscriminate action which
—W.
unwary cadet is caught,
he will disfigures or mars it.
certainly go under.
Yes, the horror of the student's: OBSERVE THE QUANANTINE
days, examinations, are upon us.;
There are many men who when
But the warnings have traveled
ahead, rumblines of dire things to they see a rule or law think that
follow have gone before.
We all it applys to everyone else except
knew what to look for, and yet they themselves. We see them every
are upon us before we are ready— day—they are irrepressible. When
come to think of it, though, that is the breaking of a law will bring
the way with everything; it is upon harm only to the one who breaks
us before we know it. It is just for the law, then the person who breaks
this reason that examinations are it is only to be pitied. But when a
given to us, to teach us how to person breaks a law that affects
meet problems that have to be met not only his own welfare but the
every day. Examinations are just welfare of others, then it is time
big problems—problems that we to take that person in hand.
A quarantine has been placed
meet in college as we shall meet
other problems outside of the col- upon the Corps of Cadets for the
purpose of keeping out the influlege walls.
The cadet who breaks this
Don't get afraid of examinations. enza.
That is the reason that many men quarantine is not only risking his
fail—they become frightened and own health, but he is risking the
afraid that they cannot make a health of the entire student body.
passing grade. Look at your exams One should consider this before he
from another viewpoint.
Think acts without thinking. If the inthis way: If you have a good fluenza were to become prevalent
professor, he will ask you nothing among the cadets, then many men
but that which you should know. would fail on the semester examIf you are an average man, then it inations who would otherwise be
is the professor's fault if he asks able to pass. An epidemic of the
you something that you do not flu at the present time would upset
know; that is, if you are conscien- the regular course of the college in
tious in your work. The instruct- a most disturbing manner. Let us
or has the job of teaching; he is all cooperate to see that there be
not a person whose place it is mere- no epidemic of the influenza at
ly to give an examination Anyone Clemson—in short, let us each and
can take a book and write out a set every one observe the quarantine
of questions asking the student to that has been imposed for our weldiscuss each chapter. .The instruct- fare.
. —W.
or who really teaches is the instructor whose students know exactly
REPORT OP STATE BOARD
what he is going to ask on examIt seems that some of the newsination. If the students don't know
what to expect, then the instructor papers seized upon the report of
Health and
has failed in his duty—he has not the State Board of
really taught. The good professor played up big the criticisms that
brings out the important parts of were made of Clemson College.
his subject, and presents them in a There are any number of ways in
way that the student will not forget which these criticisms may be viewthem.
The incompetent instruct- ed, any number of stands which
or brings out a mass of details but might be taken. It seems that some
emphasizes nothing. It is hard for of the papers, not all by any means,
the college
professor
to go far were prone to set forth the faults
enough back in his mind to put him- which were found, to enlarge upon
self in the shoes of the college man, these faults, while they had nothyet it is this professor who really ing to say in detail of the other
teaches his pupils.
Some might features of the criticisms. And viewsay that a student in college is not ing the recommendations, some
a fit person to judge a professor, might think that all of them should
but if there ever was a worthy be carried out immediately because
judge to sit upon a bench in judg- they were made only because there
ment, then the college man is a were existing faults present. Such
worthy judge of his professors. He is not the case, though. In many
compares them, and chooses the one instances the recommendations have
As I have
he considers best—and he knows been tried out before.
why he considers him the best
I said before, Clemson wants to be
say, don't be afraid of your pro- seen in her daily life, but she also
fessors-—-study them, they are hu- wants to be seen in ALL her daily
man beings even as the students, life. The part is not complete, for
you and I, are human beings.
| to consider an institution such as
Remember that you are doing Clemson, the observer must be in a
yourself an
injustice when you position to get a bird's eye view.
do not do the best that you can on!
I might cite the recommendation
your examinations.
Remember that of chemical fire extinguishers for
Chemithe ones back home are expecting the halls in the barracks.
you to do your very best. Let's cal fire extinguishers have been
dive in and paddle for all we are tried before, and it was found that
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it was impossible to keep them in
a serviceable condition.
If a fire
had broken out, it would have been
impossible to use them, for they
were usually out of commission.
And, too, it might be said that if
automatic sprinklers were installed
in barracks, some out of the thousand cadets would "find out how
they worked", and the authorities
would be confronted with the problem of a flooded barracks.
Since
the fire a few years ago, anyone who
saw the cadets in action nas little
worry about fire in tne Clemson College barracks. Besides, there is an
adequate hose and
water system
thruout barracks.
The recommendations are good,
and they will be carried out as far
as practical.
But one must not
forget that such minor faults do not
disturb the even calm of life at
Clemson; in fact, they are little
more than ripples on a big river—
they do not affect the current. For
example, one might be led to believe
that the cadets were threatened by
flies coming from the oairy barn.
As a matter of fact, the dairy barn
is a mile removed from the college
proper, and there is not a possible
way for contamination.
And too,
the dairy barn is a model of its
kind, and as Dr. Hayden reported,
"in excellent' condition."
It is not right that the people of
the State should get the wrong impression of Clemson College, and so
the Tiger takes this means of telling the people what the students
themselves think about the college.
We are proud of our college and
of the big work that it is doing,
and we want everyone in our State
to know just exactly what is being
done. We invite all criticisms and
recommendations, and we extend
invitations to all to come and see
Clemson day by day.
—W.

to see it as it really is, yet we also CLEMSON COLLEGE POST
AMERICAN LEGION RE-ORwant the public to see the college
GANIZATION NOW EFFECTED
in its entirety. Clemson College is
the proud possessor of the largest
At a recent and enthusiastic
and healthiest body of young men
meeting of approximately seventyin South Carolina.
—W.
five ex-service men of the college and
community there was perfected a
SERMON BY DR. WELLS.
Dr. Wells, President of the S. C. reorganization of the local Post of
Theoloeical Seminary at Columbia, the American Legion. This step
conducted the religious services in should have a wide influence on the
the college chapel Sunday. The life of the ex-service men here and
morning service, which was held in on the community in general. The
the chapel on account of the quar- American Legion has not failed to
antine against influenza, was at- cooperate in a single forward movetended by cadets only. Dr. Wells ment and it is hoped that the newly
was introduced to the corps of ca-! organized Post here may be of service to the community.
dets by President Rig"s.
That the aims and ideals of the
In the sermon, Dr. Wells stressed
the point that no man can live the | American Legion might be better
fullest possible life unless he has a understood we quote from the prea sound mind in a sound bodv. He j amble to the Constitution:
' For God and County, we assoemphasized the
importance of j
building up a strong body in one's ciate ourselves together for the folyouth, so that the body will not go lowing purposes: To uphold and deback on the mind while the mind| fend the Constitution of the United
is at the peak of its efficiency. He States of America; to maintain law
gave several interesting illustrations and order; to foster and perpetuate
to demonstrate his point. Then Dr. a one hundred percent Americanism;
Wells went on to show how dissi- to presrve the memories and incipation can ruin the naturally strong dents of our association in the Great
bodies which God gave us. He told War; to inculcate a sense of indiof Samson's great strength and his vidual obligation to the community,
ultimate downfall thru dissipation autocracy of both the classes and
and sin. The quotations from Mil- the masses; to make right the maston's "Samson Agonistes", and es- ter of might; to promote peace and
pecially the "fall of the temple" goodwill on earth; to safeguard and
were beautiful. The story of the transmit to posterity the principles
"Prodigal Son" was also brought of jus'ice, freedom and democracy;
to consecrate and sanctify our comin in this connection.
Dr. Wells then demonstrated the radeship by our devotion to matual
necessity of a thorough study of helpfullness."
It's a big program, fellows, and
the Bible in order to appreciate the
highest works of music, art, and we want men who believe it's rignt
literature.
The works of Milton. to help us carry on.
Shakespeare, Bunyan,
Pore, and
—G. H. Aull.
other writers are but mea<rerly understood unless one is familiar with
the Bible. The greatest quotations, GEORGIA AND TECH
DEFEAT TIGERS
the most interesting stories, and
some of the best poetry are
(continued from first pasre'
found in the Bible. Where, in any
language, or in any literature, are
BOARD OF HEALTH
found passages as beautiful as the
The Tiger quintet dropped its secINSPECTS COLLEGE Psalms: or where are found great
ond
of the season to Georgia
truths like those found in Proverbs? Tech game
(Continued from page 1).
Saturday evening-. Good dribThe speaker referred to speeches
bling combined with accurate passIn the line of commendation the of Bryan's and Roosevelt's. "Bry- ing enabled the visitors to carrv the
an's
phenomenal
rise
"
he
said,
"was
following are
quoted
from Dr. j
game awav with them. At many
due to a great speech which Brvan times
Hay den's report:
during the game the Tech
made
in
Chicago."
He
auoted
from
"The Y. M. C. A. building on the
team ke^t the ball within Ti<?er terWilliam
Jennings
Bryan's
speech
whole was in excellent condition
ritory with apparently no reason for
and indicates care in its keeping. there, in which Bryan said. "the dnin" so At. the end of the first half
The gymnasium, swimming pool, I people of America must not he cru- the score stood six to six fnd +he
living rooms, bed rooms, and cafe- cified upon the cross of srold and cheering crowd began to think the
One of Theodore Roose- feat of three years ago was to be
teria all presented a clean and at- lucre."
tractive appearance and were well velt's greatest speeches was based repeated. But at the beginning of
kept, the windows of all bed rooms unon the Bible. He spoke to an in- the second half the Jacket team
teli^ent, appreciative audience who began to show a still faster brand
being properly screened."
"The dairy barns were In excel-' derived great benefit from which Mr. of basketball than was exhibited in
Roosevelt said, while uneducated the first half. Bv the end o* the
lent condition."
"The mess hall is in excellent people would have been intensely forty minutes the Tech five mastered
condition, and great care in this re-, bored by his discourse.
the situation by a score of 26 to 17.
Dr. Wells convinced all present
spect is evident."
"Perfect" Day was the star for
"The kitchen, pantry, commis- that no man is educated, much less Clemson and led the Tiger scoring
thoroughly
educated,
until
he
has
sary, and laundry all look spick and
with 8 points. Day did some beautispan, and were in every way at- j made a study of the Bible and famil- ful dribbling and made a sensatio^i]
tractive and indicated close atten- iarized himself with its great truths
shot from near the middle of the
tion and interest taken in the health and its wonderful passages of li+er- court. George Bryan was close on
ature.
—E. H. H.
and comfort of the students."
his heels and counted s'x points to
"The hotel connected with the'
his credit. Pinkie Colbert did some
college is in every way attractive THE MISCELLANFOUS
beautiful work in heading off the
in appearance and was cleanly kept
Tech attack many times. To DenFEE FOR "TAPS' nick falls the honor of scoring the
in all departments."
"The hospital, though small, is
most points in the "ame, ringing 3 0
Have you anv idea how much to his credit. Baby Roane was the
ample for the purposes of the college and is kept in excellent condi- it costs to publish "Tans"? Our fastest thing on the court. His abiltion."
most conservative
estimate will ity to be everywhere about the floor,
"The health of the student body amount to six thousand dollars. We and shoot them too. marked him as
during the present college year hasj must g-et UP a book that will com- a star. Matheson did °-ood work at
been remarkable, the records show- pare with any apnual in the South. a forward and counted six points.
ing that less than one-half of one Last year, the Clemson "Taps" was Near the middle of the last half
percent of the students applied for thought by many critics to be the Coach Stewart sent in the "speed
best volume edHed south of the Ma- demons," a few minutes to relip^n
medical or surgical aid."
When one considers the immen- son-Dixon Line, and it cost, over the varsity. They did good work
sity of Clemson College, he cannot seven thousand dollars. As times while they were in.
Line-up:
help seeing that, on the whole, the are so had. the staff this year must
Pos.
Clemson (17)
reports of Mr. Filby and Dr. Hay-j be satisfied with considerably less Tech (26)
Matheson <6)
F
Day (8)
den are very satisfactory from the money.
F
Bryan (6)
We are assessed $12.50 for every Dennick (10)
college standpoint. Naturally in soj
C
Cobb (2)
large a plant as Clemson, with many! blank pa<"e in the book. Wo must Eckford (2)
G
Colbert (1)
class rooms and departments, and nav for the en°Tavin<r and printing, A. Staton (2)
G
Mills
with many different officers respon- besides defraying the Photograph- Roane (6)
Referee: May (Oregon Aggies).
sible for their upkeep, some minor er's hill. Every Senior picture costs
ens-raving alone.
—J. M.
features of criticism can always be us $5.21 for
made.
Dr. Hayden said, on the So you can imagine the expense
one hand, that the health of the The seniors, however, pay for all
It is impossible to educate a man
cadet corps is "remarkable," while this.
without his consent.
Engineer Filby said that the instiTf you will glance through an old
tution from a sanitary standpoint is "Tans", you will see how much
YOUR MEMORY BOOK
in "fine
condition."
These two space is occupied by the M'litarv,
statements go together to show Athletic, and Satire books. We do
Will not be complete without
that there are at Clemson no con- not realise a cent from anv of this.
ditions which are inimicable to the It is all done free, but "Taps" must
Individual Photographs
best of health conditions.
bear the cost. The Satire Section is
of the
With a fine filtered water supply, the real life of the book. It is to
1922 FOOTBALL TEAM
a good sewerage system, sanitary help cover these expenses that vour
kitchens and refrigerators, and a company commanders are asking
This Get your set at once. Order goes
pasteurized milk supply, the col- you four dollars and a half
lege can feel pretty safe from any money goes a long way towards put- off Monday. Place your order in
epidemic that comes from livfhg tine our contract over, but it is not
Room 370
Our book
costs several
conditions at Clemson. If mumps, enoueh.
ALSO
KODAK
FINISHING
measles, and influenza were due to dollars less than does any other colAND ENLARGEMENTS
preventable conditions, the college lege annual in the South. So this is
Representing
might show for this year as it has why we are soliciting this fee and
in the past years, a freedom from it is for this reason alone. There Green & Haynes, of Anderson
any disease or epidemic whatsoever. is no frame up, and we sincerely apWhile the influenza is raging thru-j preciate yo.ur cooperation.
out the entire state, Clemson Col- j
If any students are able to draw THE RELIABLE SHOE
lege goes on undisturbed except for cartoons, they will please see anv
the inconvenience of a temporary member of the staff. The "Tans"
AND TAILORING SHOP
quarantine .At present there is not should not be a creation of its staff
a single case of influenza amongi —it should not even be a production
Opposite Livery Stables.
the entire student body.
Among of the Ren'or class. It should repa body of men the size or Clemson's resent Clemson. Any cadet who can Shoe Repairing, Uniform
student body, this speaks well for write satire or knows anything funCleaning, Presthe healthy conditions prevailing on ny on any student or member of the Altering,
the campus.
faculty, will greatly oblige us by ing, Etc., Done Promptly.
It is indeed a pity that the news-! turning It in.
All kind of Shirts Washed
papers that efatured some points of'
Before this year this fee has been
Special Atthe criticism in the report of the State known as "Military fee", but this and Pressed.
Board of Health, could not have year it is known as "Miscellaneous tention to Clemson Athletes.
found space for the full reports fee", but it is for the same purpose.
which commend so strongly the viHave you subscribed for a "Taps"
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
tal features of health and sanita-1 yet? If not, you may still do so in
tion. We are proud of our col- the next few days?
lege, and while we want the public
—B. R.
CLINT TAYLOR, Prop.
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■.'anaJBHa^nja LAURANT GIVES ENJOYABLE ENTERTAINMENT

ALUMNI NOTES

a

what they lacked in weight they
made up for in speed. "Gilly" Dotterer and Jack Chandler bewildered
their heavier opponents. This pair
would duck, squirm, side-step, twist,
and whirl about on the floor until
the spectators became dizzy. A faster team than this same "Midget"
five would be hard to find anywhere.
The game was played at Furman
midst the cheers of the Furman student body. The Hornets could
scarcely be blamed for Deing jubilant when their team staged the
comeback that it did. And, too, we
can't blame the majority of th«
Greenville sport lovers for supporting the Purple and White—-perhaps
it is better so, for if all of the
Greenville fans were to become saturated with that something called
Tieerism, they would turn the old
town over. Just the same, anyone
who looked could see the wearers
of the Purple and Gold on the sidelines—it might be added that It
pleases the eye of every Clemson
man to see the Tiger colors adorning the fair Greenville lassies. Oh,
yes, Clemson had staunch supporters present, for, as everyone who
has experienced the feeling knows,
once for Clemson, always for Clerqson—come what may.
The Clemson and Furman basketball men will a"?ain clash on January
23 and 30. The first of these two
games will be played in Greenville,
while the last one will be scrapped
out in Tigertown.
Line-up and summary:
Furman (35)
Clemson (26)
Day (c) (1?)
Carter (3)
F
Bryan (6)
Waters (c) (2)
F
Cobb
Andrews (24)
C
Quissenberry
Colbert (6)
G I
M11I9
Simpson
G
Substitutes—Furman: Brock, (4)
Dobson (3)
.
:
Clemson: Johnson. Hunter, Werta,
Vaughn, Garrison, Cox, Chandler^
Silcox, Bunch (2), Dotterer.
Time of periods: Two 20-mlnutB
halves.
Referee: Norman (Roanoke).
—W.

Once more are the followers of
black magic thrilled by that master of the "black arts", Laurant.
WISE
AMD
He came, we saw,—and did not
OTHERWISE
It is seldom that we become fa-'not see.
miliar with the men of our state
On Saturday evening, immediatewho have done much for the up- ly after the basketball game, Laurti-^building and development of the rant entertained the Clemson boys
state—we usually hear of the office and the people of the acmrus for
seekers and politicians, but Frank about an hour-and-a-half. He has
Mother Knows.
self?"
H. Cothran of Greenwood, is neither been here several times before and
"Why is it that your mother
"Yes, dear."
trusts us so seldom alone?"
"I thought so, it's the roughest—" one of these. He is a civil engin- it was with eager expectancy that
"She knows me better than you
And just then she fell from his eer of the class of '98, with head- many loked forward to seeing him
Bridgewater, N. C, perform once more,
do, John."
knee to the floor with a sickening quarters at
Laurant is one of the best drawthud, as he made one dash for his where he has charge of one of the
great plants of the Southern Power ing cards in the lyceum course. The
cap."
A Bad Quarter.
Company. Since leaving college, he Clemson cadets always pack the
"Stumpy" Banks: "Here's a bad
has built many of the hydro-electric chapel when he is here. The big
Those tempting lips,'
quarter someone passed off on me.
power plants in this section of the crowd that attended the en'ertainNow I can't get rid of the blamed
Those roguish eyes,
country and is one of the builders ment was a good proof that the
thing."
That smile of hers,
of the Carolina, Clinchfield and "American
public l'kes to
be
"Bill" Clapp: "Don't you ever go
I idolize.
Ohio Railroad, running through the fooled." And despite the many who
And yet, I do not step her out.
to church, "Stumpy."
mountains of Western North Caro- said they saw how this or that trick
In fact, it's easy to resist her.
Una. It is also of interest to us to was executed, we were thoroughly
The
reason
why
is
obvious:
Who Gets the Job.
She's my sister.
—Sun Dodger know that he has been sent to fooled by his quick hands.
Prof. Holmes: "If the President
Quebec where he is to have direcOne of the interesting features of
and Vice-President both
die, who
tion of the engineering work of a the evening was the starring of loVictim—Hey, that isn't the tooth power plant that will develop 200,- cal talent.
would get the job?"
"Black-Hand" CrenRat LeGette: "The undertaker." I wanted pulled.
shaw, and "Quicker-than-the-eye'
000 horsepower.
Dentist—Calm yourself—I'm comWigin^ton were two of the ablest
ing to it.—Flamingo.
'Twas Just Before Reveille.
A
wedding announcement of of the local demonstrators. Oren"Boo" Hodge—What time is it?
much interest is that of Miss Alice fiaw heartily affirms that he can ex"I'm not sticking to facts", said Lydia
"Bill" Ballenger—It must
be
Moore and Mr. H. H. Willis, tract a mere matter of 25or 30
near the zero hour; I didn't hear the stamp on the letter the student both of Washington, D. C. Mrs. : ya''ds °f sllkr'bbon from anybody s
was
writing
to
his
dad.
the clock strike.
Willis is a native of Illinois, and anatomy;
while Wigineton is now
a card
Evidence
sharp dreaded by all.
Wop
has been working in Washington
Defeating Justice.
McGowan knows all the^e is to know
The prisoner chuckled to himself since her graduation from North- about the vanishing lemon.
Nichols: "You can tell that guy is after being sentenced, and confided western University in 1918.
Mr.
Once during the course of the
a card sharp just by looking at to his counsel, "I been before this Willis is originally from Clifton,
evening agony was depicted upon
him."
S.
C,
and
graduated
from
Clemson
here court five times, and got off
Russel: "You certainly can. Why every time."
in 1917. He now holds a position the faces of a few boys in the auhe even walks with a shuffle."
with
the United States Department dience, as the murderous hammer
"Well, you didn't fool them this of Agriculture
as cotton specialist seemingly battered up several rings
time," observed the lawyer.
s
°™e °f whlc1^1 ™e™ 'Priceless.
Thirsty days hath September,
"Hee haw, tha's the funny part in the Bureau of Plant Industry.
But after a while
there were grms
April, June and November;
of it," chortled the prisoner,
"I
Another wedding of special inter- a11 *""»»«* " the rings sealed once
All the rest are thirsty too,
didn't do it this time."—Sun Dodupon thetr
fi n e
est to Clemson men
is that of moIt
le_was
_^cnstome
^ pleased
, .: I!
Unless you make your own home ger.
as_ a whole,
a most
"John" Spearman to Miss Mildred
brew.
audience
who.
at
the
end
of
the
Dorothea Cuthberson of Charlotte
He: "I've decided to kiss you."
program, listened to the magician's
N.
C.
Mrs.
Spearman,
who
attendJust Like a Woman.
She: "Oh, George, can nothing ed Converse College and afterward thanks for close attention
He: "As you sit there gazing on move you from your decision?"
—E. H. H.
finishing at Holton Arms School in
the beautiful oecan your eyes
He: "Nothing."
Washington,
is
one
of
Charlotte's
seem to speak of an unsatisfied
She: "But George, I must have
COLLEGE STUDENTS IN RUSSIA
longing.
Tell, me, darling, what time to think;
just one minute, most popular and attractive young
women.
Mr. Spearman, who gradis it you crave?"
George—grant that."
Moscow. (By Mail)—Marr'aee of
She: "I just love lobsters."—PelShe: "Please, George, give me a uated in '21, made himself one of college students—the exception in
the
college's
most
popular
men
by
ican.
second."—Jay.
American colleges—is common in
the active part he took in athletics. ,R
He
was,
until
recently,
with
the
?f«a> and even parenthood and its
' CLUB DES CELIBATAIRES
Rat I to Rat II—And how are you
Southern Power Company at Great add?<l responsibilities are not regetting along, being away from
5!?!*_^.f?ffl5Lttt:J!*!mn:.*?r_.t*!
The unfortunate cadets of Clem- Falls, S. C, but now he is working abandonment
mama so long "
of one's collegiate
with
the
Industrial
Loan
and
In
Rat II: "Fine. I can put on my son College, who have had the mispursuits, it is revealed in a study of
socks from either end now."—Tu- fortune of losing their dearest girls, vestment Bank of Charlotte, N. C.
Russ'an colleee s+udents.
assembled in
room 303 Sunday
lane Hullavallo.
A recent tabulation by the AmerE.
H.
Rawl,
'21,
is
taking
gradevening for the sole purpose of orican Relief Administration in conuate
work
in
horticulture
in
the
The
nection with its student feeding op"Bum" Day: "I wish I could re- ganizing a Bachelor's Club.
purpose of this club is to provide a College of Agriculture at the Uni- erations, in which the Student
arrange the alphabet."
versity
of
California,
Berkeley,
Calf.
means whereby the unhappy youths
"Bum's Own: "And why?"
He will receive his M. S. degree Friendshin Fund, the Y. M. C A.,
"Bum": "I'd put you and I close might sympathize with each other at the end of the spring semester, and Y. W. C. A., are cooperating,
in their bereavement, and to help
was made in the six higher educatogether.
each other to forget all their for- 1923.
tional institutions in Kazan, capital city of the Tartar Republic. This
Mique—I hear your roommate mer love affairs.
F. V. Gilmer, '11, is superintend- revealed that 283 students out of
At our first meeting we elected
has a baby saxaphone.
ent
of
the
Cooperating
Depart1462 in the two upper classes of
Ique—Yeh, and it'll be an orphan the following officers:
ment of the Southern Cotton Oil these six institutions were married
President, W. B. Bailes.
soon.—Chaparral.
Co., New Orleans, La.
Vice-President, M. C. Ellison.
and that 129 had one or more chilSecretary, Bob Miller.
I dren. The institutions included
Miss—How did you get all those
1
Our motto, by which we are guidE. M. Morecock, '19, of William- were the university .the polytechnic,
wrinkles?
ed daily, is: "Do right and fear son, West Virginia, is a consulting Eastern academy, veterinary school,
Mrs.—From worrying.
no man; don't write and fear no
Miss—What did
you
worry woman." Our flower is to be the and construction engineer for the pedagogical institute and school of
West Virginia Engineering Co.
arts, and the average age was twenabout?
Bachelor Button, and our colors are
ty-four and a half years.
Mrs.—About getting wrinkles.— to be Turkey
The
Red and Peacock
E. S. Jenkins, '11, is superinPhysical condition of these
Georgia Cracker.
Blue.
tendent of the Department of Agri- students was far below that of the
CLUB ROLL.
culture, Louisiana Industrial Insti- American college students, for only
Your friends come in without
"Rat Prep" Bradley, "Johnnie" tute, Ruston, La.
899 were normally healthful, deknocking; your enemies knock with- Batson, "Chas." Cobb, D. M. Daniel,
spite the aid rendered from America
out coming in.—Selected.
"Bob"
Fortenberry,
"Stonewall"
Another wedding of much in- in the way of food. And one of
Jackson, T. L. Jeffries, "Red" Wil- terest
was solemnized recently in the greatest needs of the entire
Mrs.
Backpay—Good morning, son, "Dick" Vogel.
student body as well as of the people
Folkston, Ga., when Miss Audrey of
sir. Will you take a chair?
Scott was married to Mr. Beverly
the city is clothing to replace the
Lost—A fountain pen by a lady Lawton, of Madison, Fla. Imme- meaeer rags which serve as coverInstallment Collector—No, thank
you ma'am. I've come to take the half full of ink.
diately after the ceremony Mr. and aln-larsoe that the winter will not claim
piano."—Selected.
and Mrs. Lawton left for a wedding
? number of victims from exN ws that the
Mark Antony was a freak after trip to Chicago and other points ™?uiie?
American
A M
Rell
Cleo's
death,
for
he
had
lost
his
and upon their return they will be
e/ Administration has opened a
"Yes," said Professor Brown to
ay fo
clot llm
neck.
his friend, "I cannot understand
at home to their friends in Madison, Y
f
. g Packages to be sent
from America through the nurhcase
how people forget the ages of
Fla. Mr. Lawton, or better known of
The modern girl's education is to us as "Bone", was a very popclothing Remittance drafts, has
their children. I have no trouble.
For instance, I was born three considered complete when she can ular member of the class of '21 and br°U!rt|t ^°^ to these students.
Half of the institutions surveyed
thousand years after Socrates; my resist a kiss just long enough not he has a host of friends who wish,
them a long life of health and hap- revealed he unhealthy students in
wife eighteen hundred years after to miss it.
the maiority, these being the univerthe death of Tiberius Caesar; my
pmess.
-B. C. L.
sity itself and the polytechnic school,
"What do you mean by telling
son John two thousand years after the entrance into Rome of Titus Mary that I am a fool?"
For Sale—A full blooded cow, where the healthy group were con"Heavens, I am sorry! I didn't giving milk, three tons of hay, a siderably in the majority, and the
Sempronius Grochus; and Dora,
fifteen hundred years after the be- know it was a secret."
lot of chickens and several stoves. school of arts, where the healthy
students were but one ahead of the
ginning of the Folk Wandering. It's
group in the unhealthy category.
"I second
the motion," said
perfectly simple, yo u see."—Select"Why is a hen immortal?"
In the veterinary school there
Herod, as Salome slowly wound her
ed.
"Dunno."
were 25 students in poor health to
way to the throne.
"Because her son never sets."
21 whose health was good, and in
"You're killing yourself by dethe pedagogical institute there were
"This is a grave mistake," said
grees", said the professor to the the man when he found that he had
Maiden: "Oh, there's my fiance 62 students who were placed in the
sickly looking aspirant for a Ph. been
weeping over the wrong tomb- on the pier! I wonder if I would unhealthy class to 42 who could be
D.—Georgia Cracker.
have time to go down and say good- classed as healthy.
stone.
bye to him."
-American Relief Admin.
Co-ed—What makes the Tower of
Steward: "I'm afraid not, Mad"Daughter:
"Yes,
mother,
Albert
Pisa lean?
ame. The boat leaves in two hours."
Ed—It was built during a fam- did kiss me last night, but I sure
FURMAN WINS
sat
on
him
for
it."
ine.'—Record.
EXHIBITION GAME
Jimmie: "What did she say when
you kissed her last night?"
(Continued
from Page 1)
that
Lipstick—An
invention
His Friend: "She said I should
Razz—There's something wrong
pas- come on Friday nights hereafter,
added
a
new
flavor
to
an
old
with the present-day marriages.
gain the lead again. Andrews of
time.
as that was amateur's night."
Jazz—Wha'sat.
Furman stood head and shoulders
Razz—The best man doesn't get
above his teammates. This man was
The
boy
stood
on
the
burning
deck,
the bride.—Sun Dodger.
Diner: "I want some raw oys- almost a team by himself.
He was in great despair,
Clemson brought over her whole
ters. They must not be too large
"My barber told me a wonderful His arms were filled with girls, and or too small; not salty and not too squad. The men were brought over
His eyes and mouth with hair.
story this morning."
soft. They must be cold and I am to play, and play they did The var"Illustrated with cuts, I supsity started off the second period,
in a hurry for them."
pose."—Burr.
Waiter: "Yes, sir. Will you have but atfer that the substitutions came
"Ha! Ha! Ha!" ranted Hi Tragthick and fast. Both of the scrub
edy, in the dungeon scene. "I'm them with or without pearls, sir."
teams were given a chance to ex"Had your iron today?"
mad! mad!"
hibit their wares. The men on these
"No, I went down to the mess hall
"I'll bet," yelled a voice from the
She: "Can you read lips?"
teams showed that they were real
and had leather instead."
gallery, "you ain't near as mad as
He: "Yes, by the touch system." basketball players, and showed great
us fellows that paid to get in."
promise of the reserve power that
Circumstantial Evidence
"There's nothing like combining can be developed for use by the
"George, darling, you do believe
Captain: "If anything moves you business with pleasure," said the Clemson ca^e artists. The crowd
me when I tell you that you are the
tailor's daughter as she lovinsly opened its eyes wider when the Tifirst man I ever kissed, don't you?" shoot."
Private Jackson: "Yes sah; an' if wrecked the crease in her lover's ger "Midgets" trotted out.
They
"Yes, darling, I believe you."
trousers.
were little, but they showed that
"But, George, do you shave your- anything shoots, ah moves."

3y ^^k
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The bill collector who rings a bell
while standing on -a door mat bearing the word, "Welcome," feels that
he is above lying. , ,
When a man is chasing the almighty dollar, he forgets there is a
God; and when he is chasing women,
he forgets that there is a devil.
When you get the idea in your
head that the world is against yoa
—it is.
Any time a man
money—he earns it.

marries

fox

A girl is not necessarily a chicken just because her father is henpecked.
One-half of the world does not
know where the other half gets its
liquor.
He: "Since you lost the bet, i
think I can claim the forfeit."
She: "Really I don't know what
you mean, and besides someone,
might see us."
A man will watch the eye of evem
the most daring flapper for her
stop signal.
"He sure is a far sighted man."'
"How's that?"
"He had a fire extinguisher put
in his coffin."
You've all heard about the Janewho was so dumb that she thought
necking was a new kind of scarf,
but did you hear of the r-ellow who
thought the "Yanks" were a bunch
of dentists?
A girl's "No often means "Yes,"
but her "Yes" never means "No."
The flapper says that a cheap
car does not look as keen as a RollsRoyce, but there, is more chance of
it breaking down on the country
road.—Exchange.
"He: "If you will give me just
one kiss, I won't ask for any more."
She: "I've heard that request before."
"He: "Well, just give me your
usual answer."
Mistress: "I saw
the milkman
kiss you this morning, in the future I will take the milk myself."
Maid: "It would be no use, mum,
he promised never to kiss anybody
but me."
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York boxing commission will refuse
to allow the bout in that state unless Willard can prove that he is
less than 37 yeasr of age.
Since
he has already seen the passage of
40 summers, this will be a difficult
feat for the giant Willard to perform.
» * *
It is rumored that the Society for the Prevention of Suicide has also raised a howl
about the proposed match. It
is contended that Willard would
be committing suicide to enter
the ring with Dempsey.

WHEN DOC STEWART
SAID
that basket ball is one continuous
thrill he certainly spoke a mouthful.
Until this year basketball at
Clemson has been largely a matter
of hearsay with us. Last year we
were advised by the Colonel to
take a couple of months' absolute
rest from all forms of amusement
except walking
extras. Then the
year before that the small size of
the "Y" court did not allow all of
the corps to see the games. Each
cadet was given a ticket good for
admission to one game. Being nat* * *
urally benevolent and also unlucky
we relinquished our ticket to a
AMONG THE MANY press comfriend after he had rolled a ten ments
upon
the
address of
On top of our seven.
Dr. Riggs at Greenville, are opin* * *
ions of all kinds.
Most of the
The first two games of this
writers confined their remarks to an
season, however, showed us
echoing sentiment expressed by the
what we had been missing.
Clemson president.
There were
Basketball is unquestionably a
some, however, who took that opgreat and
thrilling game.
portunity to condemn all college
While the element of body conathletics as useless and menacing.
tact is eliminated in the cage
Such an attitude shows, not only
game, it is none the less
extreme narrowness of mind, but aba man's pastime, full of thrills
solute ignorance of the conditions
• and spills, etc.
existing in the colleges of today.
* * *
Dr. Riggs' remarks consisted prinTHIS DAY PERSON is certainly cipally of a warning to colleges of
the cat's ankle on the hardwood what is likely to happen unless athfloor. From out of a pile of arms letics are properly controlled. But
and legs he seemed to dart out as these mature, and supposedly sane
If he had been shot from the mouth writers come forth with statements
of a cannon. His fast dribble is a which would lead the unsophisticathin? of beauty and a joy forever. ted reader to believe that intercolThe long shot which he rung up in legiate athletics, particularly foot•the Tech game was one of the most ball, are a menace, not only to edsensational even seen on a local ucation but to civilization as well.
floor.
Happily, these are few, but few as
* * *
they are, each has his readers who
Among the visitors of last
accept his word as law and ^os^el.
week we would not forget to
The ignorance of the writers in
mention Messrs. Ed Gurr and
question as to the conditions sur"Baby" Roane, of Georgia and
rounding college athletics is apparTech respectively.
Each was
ent to any reader who Is familiar
the class of his team, and Gurr
with the manner in which athletics
distinguished himself especialare
conducted.
The r-entlemen
ly by his shooting of free
would either abolish athletics altothrows.
gether or would prohibit intercol* * *
legiate competition. They would
GEORGE BRYAN is going at a make our colleges into clinics,
nice clip this season, The same wherein knowledge would be adminmight be said Of Pinky Colbert who istered to the students in a prven
has been a bulwark on the Tiger number of doses each day. They
defense. Cobb and Mills have been cannot reili'-e that the life of a colright in the thick of the fight all le~e student is anything but a bed I
the way through. The varsity shows of roses. The august joy-killers feel j
the need of more practice in their that any form of sports is harmful I
passing game. The end 01 this week in that it takes the mind of the stu- j
should find them going at top speed. dents of their classwork. They
* * *
probably have not learned that
Georgia went from Clemson
classwork is only a part of an eduto
Greenville
where
they
cation instead of the whole. Thev
swamped Furman 48 to 28.
f il to understand
that intercolSaturday night they nosed Woflegiate athle+ics when properly con-,
ford out 24 to 22. Which may
ducted, foster a spirit of "ood s^o^ts•' . mean something—or nothing,
manshin which is invaluable in civil
as the case may be.
life. The mere fact that thousands
* * *
of snec'stors have flocked to foot• UP IN MASSACHUSETTS they ball games this season has been sufdon't know that the civil war" is ficient to condemn the sport in their
over. The following letter, enclos- minds. They do not know that the
ing a State of Georgia Confederate college student is really in need of
.bond in the amount of $500, was re- recreation and amusement. They
cently received by the attorney gen- point with seeming pride to "the
eral of Georgia to whom it had been old
days"
when intercollegiate
forwarded by the postmaster at sports were unknown. But they take
Richmond:
care to make no reference to the
Worthington, Mass.. R.F.D. 2. or-en saloons of those days and the
January 8, 192 3.
wild soirees in which many of the
"Mr. Jefferson Davis,
students indulged as the only form
"Richmond, Va
of excitement they could find. The
"Dear Mr. President: Will you students of that day are not to be
please send me the rest of the mon- condemned for their escapades, but
ey on this. I only got paid for two the condemnation rests upon those
coupons and I need some money to who would hark back to thn4 sta^e
get a couple of cows and to pay of our civilization for examples to
some on my mortgage . I meant to set before the youth of today. Why
send this before I came up here in do they not go still further back
1872 but didn't have time.
and laud their predecessors in the
"Honorably yours.
dispensing of gloom who burned in"ABNBR LEE SQUIGGINS." nocent women at the stake on the
"P. S.—Please send it in one dol- absurd charge of witchcraft? The
lar bills."
Puritans of those days thought they
* * *
-were performing a sacred duty Dy
The Georgia official promptly
their fiendish cruelty. Likewise, the
- , secured the amount du3 on the
reformers of today may think they
bond and mailed it to Mr.
are making the world safe for civilSquiggins.
It consisted of
ization by destroying every vestige
$800—in Confederate currency.
of 'physical enioyment. In the state
* • •
of Illinois; there is a colony of such
MANY NEW FACES will be seen people. They have called their
among southern college coaching town Zion City and have passed the
staffs next fall.
Georgia, Auburn, bluest set of blue laws that the mind
Vandy, L. S. U., Alabama, and Da- of man has ever conceived. In
vidson are among those who have Zion City the curfew rings every
replaced their present mentors. An- evening, at which times streets are
other shift which is of interest to cleared of all inhabitants. In Zion
Clemson men is that of John Heis- City it is a crime to indulge In a
man from Pennsylvania to Wash- cigarette, or to repair a puncture
ington and Jefferson, where he will on Sunday, or for a woman to wear
replace "Greasy" Neale.
a dress which does not conform with
» * *
the regulations of the lawmakers.
Zion City is an ideal resting place
Floyd Johnson,
a coming
for the mentally dead and we hearyoung hen yweight boxer, detily invite our >?loomv friends to
cisively licked Bill Bvenmn at
move out there where they may proMadison Square Garden Friday
ceed with their dispensing of gloom
night. The result was a surwithout a dissenting voice.
prise to many of the experts
had doped Brennan to win.
Intercollegiate athletics are unAmong the few who picked
der adequate control of the faculJohnson as a winner was no : ties of the various institutions. This
less a personage than Jack
is particularly true in the south. In
Dempsey, world's
champion
his public statement, following his
heavy.
address at Greenville,
President
* * *
Riggs plainly stated that he was an
BY REASON OF his victory over ardent exponent of college athletics,
Brennan, Johnson now looms up as but that he merely desired to warn
a possible opponent for Dempsey. the college officials what they might
Jess Willard is raising a howl for expect if they allowed their athletics
a match with Dempsey but the New to slip out of their control. The

aforementioned writers passed these
remarks up without a glance. They
were looking for something upon
which to base their indigo doctrines.
By a clever manipulation of a portion of Dr. Riggs' speech, they apparently gained a big point.
But
those who know athletics and the
surrounding conditions lau^h up
their sleeves and shout: "Long live
football, baseball, basketball, and
track. Down with the disciples of
gloom."

*

*

*

Interest in wrestling is beginning to perk up about Tigertown. Following the TechClemson basketball game "Battling" Bee threw Brutus Webb
in seven minutes with a scissors and wristlock. He failed,
however, to pin Harmon in the
remaining time of the alloted
30 minutes. The bout was a
good one and it is hoped that
wrestling and boxing will continue to gain favor with the
Tigers.
* * *
SOME SORT of boxing or wrestling bout will be staged on Saturday
night following the Carolina basketball game. There are several possible contenders and a good show
is promised. If the proper' interest
is shown in this scrap it is likely
that many such exhibitions will be
put on in the future.
* * *
When the Tigers went over to
Greenville Monday night where
they played Furman, the Athletic Association volunteered to
defray their own expenses, giving Furman an opportunity to
raise some funds with which to
pay for the new gymnasium
which was opened a few days
ago.

*

*

*

THE TTGER BASKETEERS have
their work cut out for them during !
the next two weeks.
Two games
with Furman and one each with
TTercer, Tech and Auburn, are calculated to provide enough work for
any quintet within the space of
fourteen short days, especially when
examinations fall ritrht in the mid-j
die of the whole program.

*

*

*

The Mercer team will bring
to Cemson a man who is rated
n,s the best basketball player
in the South. He goes by the
cognomen of Harmon and has
been a sensation in cage circles
for at least two years.

*

*

*

Clemson College. S. C.
Jan. 17, 1923.
Dr. F. H. H. Cilhoun,
Weather Man,
City.
Dere Dr.:
Well,
Dr.,
remembering how
you delighted the hearts of so many
cadets by the beautiful day which
you rive us on which same we took
our leave for the Xmas holidays. I
thought maybe you could do something else to benefit the corpse of
cade*s. Now, Dr., I am not no
meteorologist (see Webster's Unabridged) and I don't want to have
the job of scheduling the weather,
but they is a few suggestions I
would like to make re^ardine same.
In the 1st place I would suggest
a li^ht shower of rain lasting from
6:45 to 7:02 every morning. This
would make the burden of revise
much lighter unon the corpse. And
Dr., if you h»ve ever got u~ before
dqy in the middle of the winter and
jumped around in the chill winds
for 10 minutes with nothing to
shield you from their icy blasts but
two bedroom slippers, one pr. of
pants, one overcoat and a service
can you can fully sympathi"e with
the poor soldiers-in-the-makine. if
you see what I mean. Then I think
another lieht rain would come in
handy about 4:15 in the P. M., and
lasting until about 4:25 of the same
day. This would be a boon ^o the
benighted cadets who are required
to stage the daily parade around the
small parade ground.
Personally,
I don't think I should +ever have
been detailed to this du ^ sir.™ x
a™i rot a military man and consequently do not make a very martial
appearance in parades, etc. However, some time ago I was paying
a call to a neighbor in the hall and
the officer who saw me evidently
thought I was borrowing a I. D. R.
to study, since he ordered me to report for duty the following Sat. and
thereafter for several aays. The
fact of the matter is that I was in
quest of a blank on which to express
my regrets at not having accepted
a invitation to attend revilee the
morning previous. You no the Book
of Etiquette which I found tacked
up on the back of my door says that
it shows bad taste not to explain
the reasons for declining such Invitations. On the occasion in question I was so busily engaged in recuperating from the arduous study
of the night before that I forgot
all about the occasion until the 1st
sst. woke me ur> and told me it was
over. If I had been the host and my
invited guest had been so rude as to
forget my invitation I don't Think
I would of invited him any more.
However, the Col. is kind-hearted
and I have not yet received any notice of my name being stricken off
of his invitation list.
Well, Dr., I hope you will agree
with my suggestions as cited above.

With best wishes for rainfall as specified, I am
Yours without a struggle, EGP.
P. S.—Please add to the above
recommendations one snowstorm at
7:55 A. M. every Sat. morning.
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PROFESSOR LEE WINS
IN COMPETITION
Rudolnh E. Lee, professor of arWE HAVE
chitecture and drawing at Clemson
College, was awarded first prize
in the competition conducted by the
University of South Carolina for a
woman's dormitory group at the
university. Professor Lee will be
chosen as the architect for the entire groun of build'nes that have
been plannea and will supervise the
construction of each unit. Not only
were these honors conferred, but
of
the first nri"e carried with it an
award of $300.
Loose Leaf Note Books
Twelve
contestants
submitted
plans under the terms of the contest, only South Carolina architects
Lef ax Note Books
competing.
First honorable mention was won by Lafaye & Lafaye of
Note Book Fillers
Columbia, while the third prize
went to Casey & Fant of Anderson.
The award was made after two days
Clemson Jewelry
study by the judges, the decision
being unanimous.
Pennants
Professor Lee's plan, in accord
with the specifications made by the
Pillow Covers
building committee, provide for the
eventual erection of six dormitory
Stationery
units, each accomodating 100 women. The entire building will not
be completed until some time in
Fountain Pens
the future. The first of the buildines will be erected in the nearCameras
future and will be of the colonial
style. This single building in itsPhotographic Supplies
elf will be very complete, and will
contain other rooms and suits besides the bedrooms. When completed
Norris Candies
not only will the women of the state
be benefited, but the University
itself. These dormitories will add
Eversharp Pencils
greatly to the appearance of the
campus.
In this connection it might be
well to add that Professor Lee has
won other honors in the field of
competitive architectural designing.
When plans for the Clemson Y. M.
C. A. were being made, Professor
Lee entered plans that were placed
in competition with those submitted by Shattuck & Hussy, of Chicago,
the most noted Y. M. C. A. builders in the world. Lee's plans were
rated first without any reserve.
Even Shattuck & Hussy admitted
that his r-lans were better than their
own, and anyone who has observed
the Clemson "Y" cannot help seeing
that it is a masterpiece of archiThe Rexall Druggist
tectural designing. Clemson is fortunate in having a competent and
conscientious instructor in Profes- SB
a
sor Lee. We are proud of the work
a
a
a
he is doing.
w.

A Complete Line

RADIO SETS AND SUPPLIES
L Cleveland Martin

Clerk: "What size hammock do
you want?"
Summer Girl: "Oh, a small hammock, just big enough for one, but
—er—strong enough for two."
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T CAFETERIA

I. L. KELLER.
The place to buy your
Army Shoes, Shirts, and We Serve Regular Meals,
Pants, I have a full line of Pies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
Citizen Shoes,
Ice Cream,
Hats,
Ice Cold Milks,
Shirts,
Soft Drinks,
Ties and Collars.
Fruits and Candies,
Also Toilet Articles,
Hot
Dogs a Speciality.
And College Novelties.
Come down and take a Look Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT

SLOAN BROS.
Wo d<> not sell all the good
Goods in town, BUT what
WE DO SELL ARE GOOD.
o o o
Robt. Bums Cigars,
Nunnally's Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minima* Silk and Wool
Hose.

Special Attention Given
to Ordering Athletic
Goods—only two days
required.
RACKETS RESTRUNG
SWEATERS
WHITE DUCKS
BASKETBALL SHOES
TENNIS RACKETS

**

I SLOAN BROS
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HARRY E. WALLACE
PHOTOGRAPHER
Two Doors North of Blue Ridge Depot—Over Strand Theater
ANDERS ON, S. C.
Good Work at Reasonable Prices
Photos 4x6 in Fine Folders $6 for Half Dozen.
$10.00 per Dozen.
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